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LP EXTRACTIONS AND THE NATURE OF ANTECEDENT-GOVERNMENT

Naoki Fukui
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is a rather modest one.
will in what follows compare two different approaches
to the proper characterization of the notion
"antecedent-government.": the one represented by Lasnik
and Saito (1984; henceforth L&S), which claims that the
relevant "barrier" to the antecedent-government relation
be defined in terms of category types (NP, S', etc.), and
the one represented by Chomsky (1986), in which it is
proposed that the relevant notion of "barrier" should
be defined based on the notion of "L-marking," rather
than in terms of category types.
These two approaches
will be tested against various data from Japanese, and
it will be argued that the data from Japanese support
the second approach mentioned above, namely the approach
proposed by Chomsky (1986).
The organization of this
paper is roughly as follows.
Section

2 is

a somewhat

detailed

summary

of

the

37
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notion of antecedent-government and relevant facts to
the definition of the notion given in L&S
(1984).
Section 3 discusses the serious conceptual problem
involved in L&S's definition of antecedent-government,
as well as a set of empirical problems which arises in
their approach.
In Section 4, I will very briefly
summarize the relevant part of the "barriers" theory
developed by Chomsky (1986).
We will see in Section 5
that the Japanese data which have been pointed out to
be problematic fo; L&S's approach can be naturally
handled in Chomsky rs (1986) theory of barriers.
The
final section discusses implications of our results
concerning extraction phenomena in Japanese LF for the
theory of antecedent-government.
2.

ANTECEDENT-GOVERNMENT.

In a very interestjng paper on the nature of
proper government, L&S
(1984)
point out that the
distinction between adjuncts and arguments
(i.e.,
complement and subject) discussed in Huang (1982) has
some important implications on the status of trace in
COMP with respect to the ECP.
The following statement
of the ECP, and relevant notions associated with it are
assumed by L&S. 1

(1)

ECP

: A nonpronominal empty category must be
properly governed.
(L&S 1984:240)

(2)
or

a

a.
b.

properly governs e if a governs e and
a is a lexical category e
(lexical government)
a
is coindexed with e (antecedent government)
(L&S 1984:240)

(3)

a governs
dominating

e if every maximal projection
a also dominates e and conversely.
(L&S 1984:240)

Let us consider the relevant examples.
L&S assume that
Japanese is similar to Chinese in that it allows
COMP-to-COMP movement 2 in LF and that the trace of
adjuncts such as why and how left by such an LF movement
must be properly governed.
To illustrate this point,
consider the following examples.
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(4)

a.

39

John-wa
naze kubi-ni natta no?
John-topic why
was fired
Q
'Why was John fired?'

b.

Bill-wa [se John-ga
Bill-topic John-nom

naze kubi-ni natta tte
why
was fired
COMP

itta no?
said Q
'Why did Bill

say that John was fired t?'
(L&S 1984:244)

According to L&S, sentences (4a) and (4b) have
representations (5a) and (5b), respectively.

(5)

the LF

a.

S'
I

[s John-wa ti kubi-ni natta] nazei ] no

b.

E
S'

[s Bill-wa

tte ti

] itta

[sf

[s John-ga

] nazei

t

kubi-ni natta]

] no
(L&S 1984:244)

In (5a), t i is properly governed by its antecedent
nazei in COMP, although the former, being an adjunct,
is not properly governed by the verb.
Thus,
(5a)
satisfies the ECP.
As for (5b), the original trace is
properly governed by the intermediate trace, thus
licensed by the ECP.
A problem arises, however, with
respect to the intermediate trace in COMP.
According
to the definitions given in (2) and (3), since there is
a maximal projection, namely S', intervening between
the trace in COMP and its antecedent nazei in (5b), the
intermediate trace itself is not properly governed, and
if the intermediate trace in COMP, as well as the
original trace, is assumed to be subject to the ECP, this
would result in the violation of the ECP.
Before
discussing this problem, let us now look at the asymmetry
between complements and adjuncts in Japanese.
L&S claim that in order to account for the
difference between complements and adjuncts, it is
necessary to assume that traces in COMP also have to
obey the ECP.
The crucial evidence has to do with the
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fact that complement wh, but not adjunct wh,
extracted out of a complex NP, as illustrated
following contrast. 3

(6)

a.

[N p [st

Taroo-ga nani-o
Taro-nom what-acc

can be
by the

te-ni ireta] koto] -o
obtained
fact-acc

sonnani oketteru no?
so much be angry Q
Lit:

b.

'What are you so angry
Taro obtained t?'

about

*[Np [st Taroo-ga naze sore -o
koto] -o sonnani okotteru no

Lit:

(7)

fact

te-ni

that

ireta]

'Why are you so angry about the fact that Taro
obtained it t?'
(L&S

(6b)

the

has the following LF

1984:244)

representation:

[st [s [Np [st [s Taroo-ga ti sore -o te-ni ireta]
koto] -o sonnani okotteru] nazei ] no
(L&S

ti]

1984:244)

In (7), the original trace of nazi is antecedentgoverned by the intermediate trace in COMP.
This must
be the case because otherwise, long distance movement
of an adjunct, as in (4b), would always violate the
ECP, since the original trace, being in an adjunct
position, cannot be lexically governed by the verb.
Then, what causes the ungrammaticality of (6b)?
To
account for this, L&S assume that the intermediate
trace in
(7)
is not properly governed; hence the
violation of the ECP.
Note that the LF movement of a
complement nanii in (6a) need not be successive cyclic,
because the original trace, being in a complement
position, is lexically governed by the verb; therefore,
no violation of the ECP would obtain even if nanii is
moved directly into the highest COMP position, as
shown in (8).
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(8)

[st [s [N p [st Taroo-ga
sonnani okotteru] nanii

Li -0

te-ni

ireta]

41

koto] -o

] no

Now
let us
return to the problem of the
intermediate trace in (5b).
This intermediate trace
must be properly governed to account for the grammaticality of (4b); otherwise, a violation of the ECP occurs
and the sentence would be incorrectly ruled out.
L&S
consider two possibilities regarding the proper government of the intermediate trace:
(1) the trace in COMP
might be lexically governed by the higher verb itta
isaid' 4 or (2) it might be antecedent-governed by naze
'why' in (5b).
They argue that lexical government of the
intermediate trace in COMP is impossible.
The examples
which have direct bearings on this issue are the
following.

(9)

a.

[Np

[st

Hanako-ga [st
Hanako-nom

te-ni ireta ttel ittal
obtained
COMP said

Taroo-ga nani-o
Taro-nom what-acc
kotol-o
sonnani
fact-acc so much

okotteru no
angry
Q
Lit:

b.

'What are you so angry about the fact that
Hanako said that Taro obtained t?'

*[Np

[st

te-ni

Hanako-ga

ireta]

tte]

[st

Taroo-ga naze sore-o
why
it-acc

itta]

kotol-o sonnani

okotteru no
Lit:

'What are you so angry about the fact that
Hanako said that Taro obtained it t?'
(L&S 1984:245)

(9a) and (9b)
both involve an LF movement out of a
complex NP.
In (9a), pani 'what,' a complement, is
extracted out of a complex NP, and in (9b) an adjunct
naze 'why' is subject to LF movement.
As we would
expect,
(9a)
is grammatical, since the movement of
nalij to the matrix COMP can be a direct one, skipping
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over the intermediate COMPs without leaving traces.
In
(9b), on the other hand, naze must first move into the
most deeply embedded COMP, because if not, the original
trace would not be properly governed.
Then, two
representations become compatible with this requirement,
as shown in the following.

(10)

a.

[sf [s [Np [sl [s Hanako-ga [sl [s Taroo-ga ti
sore -o teni ireta] tte] ti ] itta] ti] koto]-c
sonnani okotteru] naeei] no

b.

Es'
[s [N p [st [s Hanako-ga
sore -o te-ni ireta] tte ti]
sonnani okotteru] naze] no

[st [s Taroo-ga ti
ittal kotol-o

(L&S 1984:246)

The representation (10a) does not decide for itself
whether or not the intermediate trace is lexically
governed by the higher verb.
This is due to the fact
that the highest trace is analogous to the intermediate
trace in (7) and it was already determined that a trace
in this position violates the ECP.
The representation
(10b),
in contrast, provides the crucial evidence
concerning the issue, according to L&S, since, if the
higher verb ¡tta 'said' properly governs into COMP,
then the intermediate trace in (10b)
is properly
governed and, as a result, the whole representation
does not violate any principle, in particular the ECP.
Since (9b) is ungrammatical, we must conclude that
lexical government by the higher verb is impossible.
Therefore, a trace in COMP can only be antecedentgoverned.
This is basically the argument by L&S for
the impossibility of lexical government into COMP. 5 Let
us assume their argument for the sake of exposition.
Now,
the problem is how to account for the
difference in grammaticality between (4b) and
(6b).
Schematically, the following configurations allow
antecedent-government, where (11a) abstractly corresponds
to (5a), and (11b) to (5b).
(Linear order is irrelevant throughout the following discussion in this paper.)

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol12/iss0/3
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(11)

a.

[S'

b.

I
S' ai I
S

al

[S

Li

43

]

[VP

[S' Li

[S

Hi]]

(L&S 1984:248)

On the other hand, the following two configurations
not allow antecedent-government:
(12a) corresponds
(7). 6

(12)

a.

[S'

ai

[s

---

[VP

[NP

[S'

[VP

[S'

[VP

ti

do
to

[S

]]]]]]
b.

[S'
Isf

aj

Li

[S
Is

Mill]

(11b) seems to indicate that VP, which is assumed to be
a maximal projection by L&S, is not a barrier to
antecedent-government.
In addition, the well-formedness
of (11b) also suggests that s' immediately dominating
the trace (or COMP) does not prevent that trace from
being antecedent-governed by an element outside the S'
node.
These facts lead L&S to state the following
definition of antecedent-government.

(13)

a antecedent-eoverns
a.
b.
c.

s if

a and 5 are coindexed
a c-commands 7 e
there is no y ( y an NP or S') such that
a c-commands y and y dominates
e,
unless
(3 is the head of y 8
(L&S 1984:248)

The essential claim made in this definition of
antecedent-government is that antecedent-government
relationship cannot be obtained if there is an
intervening "barrier," namely NP or S', between the
alleged antecedent-governor and the antecedent-governee,
with an exceptional case in which the antecedentgovernee is the head of the potential "barrier."
Given the definition of antecedent-government stated in
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(13),
a in
(11a) and
(11b) antecedent-governs the
trace, since there is no intervening "barrier" (NP/S')
between them, except for the S'
node immediately
dominating the trace, which is excluded from the set of
potential "barriers" because the trace is in COMP which
is the head of the S'.
In the configurations in (12),
on the other hand, a cannot antecedent-govern the trace
because there are intervening "barriers" between them.
In (12a), the NP node blocks the antecedent-government
relationship.
And in (12b)., the intervening s' node
between the VPs prevents the trace from being antecedentgoverned by
a, though, as in (11b), the S' node which
immediately dominates the trace does not count as a
potential "barrier."
3.
3.1

PROBLEMS WITH L&S
Conceptual

(1984)

Problem

It is clear from the definition (13) that the
notion of antecedent-government is partially independent
of the notion of government in the usual sense in L&S's
framework.
While every maximal projection is a potential
barrier to government (i.e., lexical government), only
NP and S' (and nothing else, in particular VP) are the
absolute barriers to antecedent-government.
However, this is not a desirable situation, since,
in addition to stating the condition on government
(lexical government), we have to stipulate the conditions
on antecedent-government separately.
There seem to be
two porsibilities for resolving this difficulty. 9
The
first possibility is
to reduce
the notion
of
antecedent-government to the notion of binding.
This
appears to be a natural move.
First of all,
the
antecedent-governor is always a phrasal categorv. 1 °
This is quite similar to the binding relation, end is
in sharp contrast to the regular government cases where
a governor is always en YO element.
Secondly, the
class of barriers to antecedent-government is almost
identical with the class of governing categories in the
theory of binding.
And since the class of governing
categories is independently motivated within the theory
of binding, it is not necessary to stipulate the class
of barriers to antecedent-government separately, if
antecedent-government is regarded as a special case of
binding.
This line of research is clearly worth
pursuing, and in fact Aoun
(1986)
develops a very
interesting theory of 'generalized binding' along these
lines.
See Aoun (1986) for details.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol12/iss0/3
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Another approach, which I will pursue in this
paper, examining it against data from Japanese, is
proposed and developed by Chomsky (1986).
In this
approach, antecedent-government is to be unified with
subjacencyll, the only difference being the numbers
of relevant "barriers" blocking the syntactic relationship in question: antecedent-government becomes
impossible with the existence of single intervening
"barrier," while syntactic movement is blocked by "more
than one" barriers.
Namely, it is claimed in this
approach that the locality requirement imposed by
antecedent-government and the one by syntactic movement
are essentially the same, though antecedent-government
imposes, in a sense, "stricter" locality requirement
than syntactic movement does.
If this approach is on
the right track, then it becomes unnecessary to stipulate
the locality condition on antecedent-government
separately, as long as the general locality condition
which is applicable both to syntactic movement and
antecedent-government is successfully established.
Thus, the conceptual problem involved in L&S type
approach to antecedent-government will be (at least
partially, see below) resolved.
I will present in the
next subsection some of the data from Japanese that
cannot be handled in a natural way within the approach
represented by L&S (1984).
I will then show briefly
how these problematic Japanese data receive a natural
account under the approach represented by Chomsky
(1986), demonstrating that the mere specification of
the category types, e.g. NP or S', does not suffice to
characterize properly the relevant notion of "barrier"
for antecedent-government, but rather, it is necessary
to incorporate the consideration of whether or not the
category in question stand in a specific relation to a
lexical head, namely, whether or not it is "complement"
of a lexical head, in order to obtain the proper
characterization of the notion of "barrier."
3.2
3.2.1

Empirical

Problems

Nonbridge Verb Cases

Let us now turn to the empirical problems involved
in L&S's approach to antecedent-government.
Before going into the discussion, however, it is
appropriate at this point to introduce the two technical
notions which will play crucial role in the following
discussion, in order to avoid terminological confusions.
The first notion is the notion of "lexical government"
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which thus far I have been using without a precise
definition.
This notion is defined as follows.

(14)

a.

a lexically governs
is lexical.

s iff

a

governs 12

Another important notion I introduce here
of "L-marking"
(cf. Chomsky (1986) 13 ).
defined as follows.

(14)

b.

s and

a

is the notion
L-marking is

*
a L-marks s if
is a complement of a
(in the sense defined in X-bar theory),
a is lexical.

and

L-marking and lexical government are closely related,
but they are nevertheless two distinct notions.
In
fact, as can be easily seen from the definitions (14a)
and (14b), L-marking is a narrower notion than lexical
government,
since complementhood always requires
government by the head, but the converse is not always
true.
Thus, for example, the specifier position is
lexically governed by a head (if the head is lexical),
but it is not L-marked by the head, because the
specifier,
by definition,
is not a complement,
as
illustrated by the following schematic representation.

(15)

X"
/
a
X'

specifier X"
S =complement
II
lexical

a : lexically governed
(but not L-marked)
by X°
: lexically governed
and L-marked by X°

Further clarifications will be made with respect to
these notions as the discussion goes into the technical
details of Chomsky's (1986) "barrier" theory in Section
4.
Returning to the discussion on the empirical
problems involved in L&S type approach to antecedentgovernment, let us consider first the case of extraction
out of a "complement" clause of a nonbridge verb.
It
should be recalled here that government (or any other
related notions,
e.a.,
"lexical
government,"
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"L-marking," 14 etc.) does not play any role in the
definition of 'barriers' to antecedent-government in
L&S's framework.
Only category types, viz., NP or S',
are relevant for the barrierhood to antecedent-government
(Cf. (13)).
Keeping this in mind, let us consider the nonbridge
verb cases.
Stowell
(1981a, 1981b) point out that
"bridge" verbs such as say, think, believe, etc., and
nonbridge verbs such as whine, whisper, murmur, etc.,
are different in that the former class of verbs lexically
govern the COMP position of their clausal complements
(and hence clausal complements themselves), whereas the
latter class of verbs do not.
Thus, according to
Stowell, the following contrast with respect to the
possibility of an empty complementizer can be accounted
for in terms of the ECP.

(16)

a.
b.

Bill

says

[st

*Bill whined
John ]]
(Stowell

[comp g ][s Mary likes John]]
[st

[COMP

e

][s

Mary

likes

1981a:350 with structures added)

In (16a), the empty complementizer is lexically governed
by the higher verb says, thus the structure satisfies
the ECP, while in (16b), the empty complementizer is
not lexically governed because the higher verb is a
nonbridge verb, thus the structure is ruled out by the
ECP.
(See Stowell (1981a) for details.)
In our terms,
Stowell's observation can be
interpreted as follows.
Bridge verbs take clauses as
their complements.
Thus, they L-mark and lexically
govern their clausal complements, and also lexically
govern (but do not L-marki the head of the clausal
complements, namely, COMP. 1 D
Nonbridge verbs, on the
other hand, do not take the associated clauses as their
complements; these clauses are kind of adjuncts of
the nonbridge verbs.
Therefore, nonbridge verbs
neither L-mark nor lexically govern the associated
clauses. 16
A somewhat similar contrast between bridge and
nonbridge verbs can also be observed in the case of
antecedent-government.
Consider the following examples
in which extraction of adjuncts out of the clausal
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"complements"

(17)

of nonbridge verbs takes place

a.??Bill-wa [st
Bill-topic

in LF.

John-ga naze kubi-ni natta
John-nom why
was fired

tte] sasayaita no?
COMP whispered Q
'Why did Bill whispee that John was fired t?'
b.??Bill-wa
tte]

[st

John-ga naze kubi-ni natta

tubuyaita no?
murmured
Q

'Why did Bill

murmur

that John was fired t?'

With nonbridge verbs such as sasayaita 'whispered' and
tubuyaita 'murmured,' in place of a bridge verb itta
'said,' the acceptability of the sentence is considerably
decreased.
Thus, the sentences in (17) are significantly
worse than (4b), which is reproduced here for reference.

(4)

b.

Bill-wa [st
Bill-topic

John-ga naze kubi-ni natta tte]
John-nom why
was fired
COMP

itta no?
said Q
'Why did Bill

say that John was fired t?'
(L&S 1984:244)

However, L&S's theory cannot account for this contrast
between bridge and nonbridge verbs with respect to
antecedent-government.
To see this, consider the
following LF representation which should be assigned to
both (17a,b) and (4b) in L&S's framework.

(18)

[st

[s Bill-wa

tte LI

]

[st

Is

John-ga ti

itta
sasayaita
tubuyaita

]

kubi-ni

nazei

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol12/iss0/3
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In (18), the S' node between nazei and t! does not
count as as barrier to antecedent-government 'due to the
"head accessibility" condition (i.e., "unless E is the
head of y" part) given in the definition (13).
Thus,
the intermediate trace t! is antecedent-governed by
nazei in the higher COMP. 1 Therefore, L&S's theory of
antecedent-government predicts that both (17a,b) and
(4b) are fully grammatical regardless of whether or not
a higher verb takes the following clause as complement,
and thus cannot account for the contrast between bridge
and nonbridge verbs.
Note in passing that subjacency
will not be responsible for this contrast if, as is
widely assumed (cf. Chomsky (1981, 1986), Huang (1982),
etc.), it is not operative on LF movement. 17
3.2.2

Noun-Complement Constructions vs.

Relative Clauses

Another problem for L&S's theory of antecedentgovernment
is concerned with noun-complement
constructions such as the fact that ... and relative
clauses such as the man who ... with respect to the
possibility of extraction of an adjunct out of these noun
phrases.
Consider the following examples from Japanese.

(19)
a.

Noun-complement constructions

(=(6b))

*?[Np

[st

Taroo-ga naze sore-o te-ni ireta]
Taro-nom why
it-acc obtained

koto] -o sonnani okotteru no?
fact-acc so much be angry Q
Lit.'Why are you so angry about the fact
that Taro obtained it t?'

b.

*?Kimi-wa [NID
you-top
wakareta]
broke up

[st

Taroo-ga girlfriend-to naze
with

koto]-ni sonnani odoroite-iru no?
at
be surprised

Lit.'Why are you so surprised at the fact
that Taro broke up with his girlfriend t?'
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Relative Clauses
*[ N p [st

Taroo-ga

sore -o naze watasita
handed

] otoko]-o

sitte-iru no?
know
Lit. 'Why do you know the man to whom Taro handed
it t?'
•

b.

*Kimi-wa

[Np [st Taroo-ga nazewakareta] onnanoko]-ni
broke up
girl with

kinoo
party-de atta -no?
yesterday
at met
Lit. 'Why did you meet the girl at the
yesterday whom Taro broke up with t?'

party

Judgments are subtle, but there is a clear contrast
between examples in (19) and those in (20); examples in
the latter are almost unintelligible and much worse
than the examples in the former,
though examples of
both kinds are fairly unacceptable.
This contrast of
acceptability between noun-complement constructions and
relative clauses in regard to adjunct extraction
suggests that some notion of L-marking plays a role in
forming a relevant barrier to antecedent-government,
since it is widely assumed that a relative clause does
not involve the head-complement relation that a nouncomplement construction generally involve (cf. Chomsky
(1986), among others).
It is obvious that under L&S's approach, there is
simply no way of accounting for the contrast between
noun-complement constructions and relative clauses
exemplified by the examples (19)-(20) above, since, as
has been pointed out in the preceding discussion,
the only relevant factor in defining the barrier to
antecedent-government in their framework is category
types, viz. NP or S', and noun-complement constructions
and relative clauses both have the structure
[Np
...
[st
] ] (English)
or
[Np [st
]
(Japanese), whatever the internal structure of the NP
might be.
Thus, L&S's theory predicts, contrary to the
fact, that adjunct extractions out of noun-complement
constructions and those out of relative clauses both
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produce equally bad sequences with the same grammatical
status, due to the presence of the NP node.
3.2.3

Extraction of Adjuncts Out

of Adjunct Clauses

The third problematic case is concerned with
extraction of an adjunct out of an adjunct clause.
A
contrast between complements and adjuncts, which is
similar to the complex NP case in (6), can also be
obtained in adjunct clauses.
L&S (1984:267, fn.41)
observe this contrast and give the following examples:

(21)

a.
b.

?*What did you leave [before buying ti
*Why did you leave [before buying it t1
(L&S 1984:267)

(21a) shows the unacceptability of the normal subjacency
violation, while (21b) is significantly worse than
normal subjacency violation and seems to be an ECP
violation.
The adjunct clause in (21b) is assigned the
following structure by L&S:

(22)

[pp before

[Nip

[s:

[s PRO buying it t I 1 1 1
(L&S 1984:267)

Thus, the total ungrammaticality of (21b) is attributed
to the fact that even if why is moved successivecyclically, the intermediate trace in COMP of the
adjunct S' is not antecedent-governed by its antecedent
outside the adjunct clause, due to the existence
of
intervening NP node, which is assumed to be a
barrier to antecedent-government by L&S.
Although it
is not unreasonable to assume a NP node up above the
adjunct S'
in gerundive cases like
(21), it seems
implausible to postulate the existence of NP in the
case of tensed adjunct clauses such as the following:

(23)

I got angry

[ because John kicked my dog

Since because generally requires gf when it takes an NP
object, if S' (or S) following it is dominated by an NP
node, gf should appear between because and the S'
(or
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S).
However, this is
the following example:

(24)

*I

got angry

not

FUKUI

the

[because of

case

as

can

be

seen

in

[ John kicked my dog]]

Then, it seems reasonable to assume that when because
takes S' (or S) as its complement, there is no NP node
dominating that S' (or S).
•
Bearing this in mind,
consider the following
contrast:

(25)

a.
b.

?*What did you get angry because Mary bought t?
*Why did you get angry because Mary bought
it t?

Examples in (25) exhibit the same contrast as what we
observed in (21).
(25a) appears to be a mere subjacency
violation with respect to its acceptability, while
(25b) is much worse and seems to be an ECP violation.
However, the explanation given by L&S to the contrast
in (21) cannot apply to the one in (25), since there
is no NP node dominating S'
(or S) complement of
because in this case, as was argued above.
The representation of (25b) can be one of the following.

(26)

a.

[st
[st

whvi [s did you get angry [pp because
Li [s Mary bought it ti ] ] ] ] )

b.

[st whyi [s did you get angry [st
[s Mary bought it ti
] ] ] ]

ti

because

In either case, i.e., whether or not because is in COMP
and whether or not there is a PP node, nothing would
prevent the intermediate trace ti from being antecedentgoverned by whvi.
(Recall that according to L&S, PP
is not a potential barrier to antecedent-government.)
Therefore, there appears to be no way of accounting for
the total ungrammaticality of (25b) in L&S's approach.
Note that a similar contrast can also
in Japanese. Consider the following.
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(27)

a.

kimi-wa
you-topic

[g

kara1 18
because
'What
t?'

kara

sonnani okotteru no?
so much
angry
Q

are

b.*?kimi-wa

[s Mary-ga
nani-o
katta ]
-nom what-acc bought

[§

you

[s

so

angry

because

Mary-ga naze
why

Mary

bought

sore-o katta

]

] sonnani okotteru no?

'Why are
it t?'

you

so

angry

because

Mary

bought

In these Japanese cases, it is clear that there is no
NP node in the relevant position.
First, case particles
in Japanese (-o "acc," -gª "nom," etc.) can always be
attached to NPs, but they can never be attached to the
clausal complement of kara 'because,' or to the kara
clause as a whole.

(28)

. [Mary-ga sore-o katta

kara}

ga

•

•

•

Secondly,
demonstratives such as icono 'this,' ano
'that,' etc. can generally be attached to any NP (or a
noun), but they can never be attached to kara 'because.'

(29)

*kono kara,

*ano

kara,

etc.

These facts clearly show that kara 'because,' unlike,
say, koto 'fact,' is not a nominal, and consequently that
it is extremely implausible to postulate an NP node
dominating the kara clause.
And if there is no NP node in a relevant position,
L&S's approach cannot give a natural account of the
contrast in (27), for the same reason discussed above
for English cases.
3.2.4

Empty Complementizers
The third problem for L&S's theory of antecedent-
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government is posed by a rather subtle difference
with respect to the interaction between the extraction
of an adjunct out of a complex NP and the possibility
of an empty complementizer appearing in the complex NP.
Recall that we assume with Stowell (1981a,b) that
the possibility of an empty complementizer is closely
related to the existence of (in our terms) L-marking of
the clause by the e element to which it is a complement,
i.e., in order for a complementizer to be empty, it
must be the case that the clause of which it is a head
is 1.-marked.
Notice now that the nominal head koto 'fact'
Japanese generally allows an empty complementizer
its clausal complement:

(30)

[Np

[st

[s Taroo-ga
Taro-nom

sore-o te-ni ireta
it-acc obtained

in
in

(e
}1
to-yuu
COMP

koto
fact

]

'the

fact

that Taro obtained

it'

In (30), the structure is well-formed with or without
an overt complementizer to-vuu 'that'. 19
This is what
we expect, since we are assuming that koto is a nominal
head and the preceding clause is its complement.
Therefore, koto, by definition, L-marks the preceding
clause, and Stowell's theory (now reinterpreted in our
terms) predicts the possibility of an empty complementizer.
In contrast, there are a class of nouns in Japanese
which do not allow such an empty complementizer. 2 u The
following is a typical example.

(31)

[Np

[st

uwasa

I
S Taroo-ga sore-o te-ni ireta]

to-yuu
*e

]

rumor

'the rumor that Taro obtained it'
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol12/iss0/3
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If our discussion so far is correct, uwasa 'rumor'
would not L-mark its clausal 'complement,' while koto
'fact' would L-mark its clausal complement.
This
situation is not so puzzling as it seems to be, in view
of the fundamental 'semantic' difference between these
two nominals.
The noun uwasa 'rumor' has a clear
meaning in itself and the associated clause can be
interpreted as a statement about the content of the
idea expressed by the nominal head.
For instance, in
(31), the associated clause 'that Taro obtained it' is
the statement about the content of the
'rumor.'
Therefore, it is not unnatural to assume, following
Stowell (1981b), that a construction such as (31) is a
kind of "appositive" constructions, rather than a pure
noun-complement construction. 21
On the other hand, the
noun kotq, despite the tentative English gloss ('fact')
assigned to it, has no 'semantic' content comparable to
the one possessed by uwasa; rather, its sole function is
to form a syntactic unit "noun phrase," accompanying
an associated clause (or any other prenominal modifiers,
in general).
In fact, traditional Japanese grammarians
have noticed this property of koto, and have given it
an appropriate name iceisiki meisi 'formal noun.'
(Cf. Tokieda (1950) and reference therein)
Thus, it is
quite implausible to say that koto and its associated
clause form an "appositive" structure as in the case
of uwasa, since it is impossible to interpret the
associated clause as being a statement about the
content of koto, though we can still claim, relying on
Stowell's (1981b) analysis, that the associated clause
is a complement of (and thus L-marked by) koto, "complement" being a purely X'-theoretic notion.
We have argued, on the basis of the possibility of
an empty complementizer, that the associated clause of
koto is a complement of (and thus L-marked by) the head
noun koto, while the associated clause of uwasa is not
a complement
(and thus not L-marked by)
the noun
uwesa.
Let us now consider the following example (32)
in which an adjunct is extracted in LF out of a clausal
complement of koto (which is analogous to (6b)), and
compare it with (33), in which an adjunct is extracted
out of a clausal "complement" of uwasa.
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(32)*?kimi-wa [Np
you-top
kekkon sita
married

[sf

]]

[s Taroo-ga naze sono onnanoko-to
why that/thegirlwith
kotoi-ni

sonnani hara-c tatete
so much
be angry

iru no?

Lit.

(33)

'Why are you so aegry about the fact that Taro
married the girl t?'

*kimi-wa

[Np

kekkon sita
married
tatete

Lit.

[s.

[s Taroo-ga naze sono

] to-yuu
COMP

J

uwasa
rumor

onnanoko-to

sonnani

hara-o

at

iru no?

'Why are you so angry about
Taro married the girl t?'

the

rumor

that

Here, the judgment of relative acceptability is extremely
subtle; it is therefore not entirely clear at this
point whether the contrastive judgments assigned to the
examples in (32) and (33) above are observationally
justified.
Let us suppose, however, that there is
indeed a real contrast between
(32)
and
(33), as
indicated by my judgments.
Then,
this brings up
another problem for L&S's theory of antecedent-government
for the now familiar reason.
That is, since their
theory does not take L-marking relationship into
consideration and the relevant barrier notion to
antecedent-government is defined solely in terms of
category types
(NP,
S')
in their framework,
it is
incorrectly (if the observational generalization above
is right) predicted that (32) and (33) should have
exactly the same grammatical status in violation of the
ECP, with the intermediate trace being not antecedentgoverned, due to the NP node.
4.

BARRIERS

I will very briefly summarize in this section the
relevant part of the "barriers" theory developed by
Chomsky (1986).
Chomsky's theory of barriers has much
broader perspective than the present paper, e.g., the
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nature of parasitic gaps and the like, and thus contains
various technical details many of which are beyond the
scope of this paper.
I will introduce only a small
part of the entire barriers theory developed by Chomsky
(1986), putting many, potentially relevant, technical
problems aside.
The reader is referred to Chomsky's
original work for fuller exposition.
The basic idea behind the barriers theory of
Chomsky's is that essentially the same concept of
"barriers" is at work governing both movement and
(antecedent-)
government,
and that any maximal
projection, irrespective of its category type, can be
a potential barrier.
Furthermore, a potential barrier
may be exempted from barrierhood by an approapriate
relation to a lexical head, namely, L-marking, as we
defined in section 3 above (cf. also fn. 13).
I
reproduce the definition of L-marking here for reference.

(34)

L-marks
lexical.

a

£;

if ¡3

is a complement

of

a,

and a is

Based on the notion of L-marking, we now turn to the
definition of barrier.
The definition of barrier is
done through two steps:
We first define "blocking
category"
(BC) as in (35) and then define barrier in
terms of BC as in (36).

(35)

y is
a BC for
dominates 8.

13

iff

(36)

Y is a barrier for B iff (a) or (b):
a. y immediately dominates (5, d a BC for
b. y is a BC for S, y k IP

y

is

not

L-marked

and y

8;

(Chomsky 1986:14)

We understand y in these definitions to be a maximal
projection.
Also "immediately dominates" in (36) is
restricted to a relation between maximal projections,
so that y immediately dominates (5 even if a nonmaximal
projection intervenes between them.
(36a) is the case
of "inheritance," i.e.,
the category y inherits
barrierhood from a BC that it immediately dominates; in
case (36b)
y is a barrier intrisically, being a BC in
itself.
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Chomsky (1986) proposes that the scope of X-bar
theory be extended to all categories,
including
nonlexical categories C(OMP) and I(NFL), which have
hitherto been more or less exceptions to the general
X-bar schema (cf. Chomsky (1981)).
Thus, the basic
clausal structure (for English) should look like the
following, where XP stands for X" (e.g., CP=C", IP=I",
etc.).
•
(37)

[cp SPEC

[cf

C [Ip SPEC

[1 8 I [V P

...

H]])

Under this conception of phrase structure, "traditional"
categories S'
and S are regarded as the maximal
projection of C(CP) and that of I(IP),
respectively.
Thus, the symbol IP used in (36b) above, for example,
corresponds to S.
Chomsky further proposes that wh
element is moved into the specifier of CP position,
rather than into the C (complementizer) position as has
been widely assumed in the literature.
In the following discussion, I will essentially
adopt these proposals, though I will use rather freely
the "traditional" symbols s' and S when their exact
categorial status and internal
(X-bar theoretic)
structures are not directly relevant to our present
concern.
We now define government, including antecedentgovernment (cf. fn.11) , in the following way.

(38)

agoverns
t3if am-commands
and there is no y,
ya barrier for
such that yexcludes 22 a.
(Chomsky 1986:9)

(39)

am-commands isiff adoes not dominate
and every y,
ya maximal projeciton, that
dominates adominates
(Cf.

Chomsky 1986:8)

Recall that Chomsky's (1986)
intention is to unify
subjacency (Eounding Theory) and government, including
antecedent-government.
That is, the same notion of
barrier as defined in (36) above plays a role in the
proper characterization of the locality requirement for
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movement and government.
We can formulate this idea in
a natural way such as follows, based on the notion of
barrier as defined in (36) (Cf. Chomsky (198630)).
We
first define "n-subjacency."

(40)

8 is n-subjacent to a iff there are fewer than
n+1 barriers for 8 that exclude a .

Then, the relevant locality requirement for movement
and government (antecedent-government) can be expressed
in a general way such as follows:

(41)

If ( ai, ai+1) is a link of a
then
ai+l
is m-subjacent to
(a)
subjacency (movement) :
(b)
antecedent-government:

chain,
ai•
m=1
m=0

The condition (41) clearly captures the generalization
that the same notion of barrier is involved both in
subjacency and antecedent-government, the only difference
being that the latter requires a stricter requirement
("0-subjacency") than the former ("1-subjacency").
If
this approach
is empirically supported,
it is
conceptually more desirable than L&S's original approach
to antecedent-government in which the locality condition
on antecedent-government is formulated in a somewhat
stipulative manner without explicitly capturing the
similarities existing between the two syntactic
relationships.
We will see in the next section how the
facts about naze 'why' extraction in Japanese reported
in Section 3, which have been shown as problematic for
L&S's theory of antecedent-government, can be given a
natural account in Chomsky's (1986) framework.
5.

THE PROBLEMATIC DATA RECONSIDERED

Let us first summarize the Japanese data that I
pointed out in Section 3 as problematic for L&S's
approach to antecedent-government.
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Bridge vs.

(4b)

FUKUI

Nonbridge Verbs

Bill-wa [st John-ga
Bill-topic John-nom

naze
why

kubi-ni natta
was fired

tte
COMP

itta no?
said Q
'Why

did Bill

say

that John was

fired t?'

(17a)??Bill-wa [st John-ga naze kubi-ni natta
Bill-topic John-nom why
was fired
tte] sasayaita no?
COMP whispered Q
'Why
B.

did Bill

Noun-comolement

whisper

Constructions vs.

(19b)*?Kimi-wa [Np [sl
you-topwith
wakareta]
broke up

that John was

Taroo-aa

koto]-ni
at

Relative

[Np

[st

sonnani

Taroo-ga

Clauses

girlfriend-to naze

odoroite-iru no?
be surprised

Lit. 'Why are you so surprised at
that Taro broke up with his
(20b)*Kimi-wa

fired t?'

the fact
girlfriend

t?'

naze wakareta]
broke up

onnanoko]-ni kinoo
party-de atta -no?
girl
yesterday
at met
Lit.'Why did you meet the girl at the
yesterday whom Taro broke up with t?'
C.

Extraction

(27a)

of Adjuncts out

kimi-wa
you-topic
kara]
because

[s

sonnani
so much

of Adjunct

Mary-ga
nani-o
-nom what-acc

party

Clauses

katta ]
bought

okotteru no?
angry
Q

'What are you so angry

because

Mary
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(27b)*?kimi-wa
kara

['g

]

] sonnani okotteru no?

'Why are
it t?'
D.

[s Mary-ga naze sore-o katta
why

"Koto" vs.

(32)*?kimi-wa
you -top

you

so

angry

because

Mary

bought

"Uwasa"
[Np

kekkon sita
married

[st

]]

[s Taroo-ga naze sono onnanoko-to
why that/the girl with
koto}ni

sonnani hara-o tatete
so much
be angry

iru no?
4
Lit.

(33)

'Why are you so angry about the fact that Taro
married the girl t?'

*kimi-wa

[
N p [st

kekkon sita
married
tatete

Lit.

[s Taroo-ga naze sono

] to-yuu
COMP

onnanoko-to

] uwasa }ni sonnani hara-o
rumor
at

iru no?

'Why are you so angry about
Taro married the girl t?'

the

rumor

that

Recall that all of these data are problematic in L&S's
approach because the relevant notion of barrier is
defined solely on the basis of category types (NP, S')
in their approach,
so that it is not possible in
principle to make a necessary distinction with respect
to the barrierhood of a category, in order to account
for the Japanese data.
Adopting Chomsky's (1986)
theory of barriers, in which the notion of barrier is
defined in terms of a category-neutral "maximal
projectionhood" and the concept of "L-marking," we can
now make such a necessary distinction.
Consider first the case of bridge vs. nonbridge
distinction.
We are assuming with Stowell (1981a,b) that
the associated clause of a bridge verb such as ¡tta
'said' is a complement of the verb, while the associated
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clause of a nonbridge verb like sasavaita 'whisper' is
not its complement.
In other words,
the clausal
complement in (4b) is L-marked by the verb itta 'said,'
whereas the one in (17a) is not L-marked.
Therefore,
the S' node in (4b) does not constitute a barrier for
the intermediate trace of naze 'why' in LF, which is in
the specifier of S' (CP),
so that no violation of the
ECP results, and the structure is well-formed.
On the
other hand, the S' node in (17a) is a barrier for the
intermediate trace of vze
'why'
since it is not
L-marked, and the chain link between the intermediate
trace and its potential antecedent-governor does not
satisfy the "0-subjacency" requirement imposed by the
condition (41).
Thus, the contrast between (4b) and
(17a) is successfully accounted for.
Let us consider next the case of B.
It is widely
assumed that the associated clause in a relative clause
structure is not a complement of a relative head.
Rather, the relationship between a head noun phrase and
the associated clause is that of "predication" in the
sense of Williams (1980).
Then, the S' node, a maximal
projection, in (20b) is a barrier for the initial trace
and for the intermediate trace in its specifier
position.
In addition, by the "inheritance" mechanism
introduced in (36a) above, the NP node immediately
dominating the S' node in (20b) is also a barrier for
the intermediate trace in the specifier of S' node,
even if it is L-marked by the verb atta 'met.'
Thus,
(20b) is extremely ungrammatical with two barriers
intervening the intermediate trace and its potential
antecedent-governor outside the NP.
In contrast, the
S' node in (19b) is a complement of a nominal head koto
'fact,' as we have argued before.
It thus does not
constitute a barrier for the intermediate trace of naze
'why' in its specifier position.
Furthermore, the
entire noun phrase in (19b) is not a barrier for the
intermediate trace, since it is a complement of, and
thus L-marked by,
the predicate odoroite-iru 'be
surprised.'
We now face a problem of how to account
for the grammatical status of
(19b), since, as it
stands, the barriers theory of Chomsky (1986) predicts
that it is perfectly grammatical.
Noting a similar
problem concerning the noun-complement constructions in
English, Chomsky (1986) suggests the following two
possible ways to resolve this problem.
The first
possibility is to assume that "oblique" Case assigned
by an noun kotq 'fact' to its associated clause makes
that clause a "weak" barrier which cannot be inherited
to a noun phrase dominating it (cf. Chomsky (1981,
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1986)
for relevant discussion on Case).
Another
possibility is to invoke the "Minimality Condition" of
the following form, which Chomsky (1986) argues as
independently necessary in the theory of government.

(42)

y is a barrier for 6 if y is the immediate
projection of CS , a zero-level category
distinct from e.
(cf.

Chomsky

1986:42)

Technical details aside
(see Chomsky (1986)), the
intuitive idea behind the Minimal Condition is clear:
6 cannot be governed by a, a potential governor, if
there is a "closer" governor
S.
If the Minimality
Condition is, as Chomsky (1986) argues, independently
motivated in the theory of government and if,
in
addition, the Minimality Condition applies to antecedentgovernment as well, as seems plausible, then it now
becomes possible to account for the grammatical status
of (19b).
That is, in (19b), the noun Joto 'fact' is a
zero-level category distinct from the intermediate
trace in the specifier of S', and thus the N' node,
which is the immediate projection of koto 'fact,' is a
barrier for the trace.

(43)

...

[Np

y

Es'

ti

] koto

] )

barrier for ti

We now have an account of the contrast between (19b)
and (20b): (19b) is bad because the chain link between
the intermediate trace and its potential antecedentgovernor outside the noun phrase does not satisfy the
"0-subjacency" requirement,
since the "Minimality
barrier" N' intervenes them.
The relative clause case
(20b) is even worse, because the number of barriers
intervening between the intermediate trace and its
potential antecedent-governor outside the NP is two,
viz., S' and NP.
Thus, the condition (41) on chain
links is more severely violated.
Let us now consider the case of adjunction extraction out of an adjunct clause.
Here the explanation is
rather straightforward.
The adjunct kara 'because'
clause in (27) is not a complement of a verb, and hence
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is not L-marked.
Therefore, it constitutes a barrier
for the intermediate trace, and thus a violation of the
condition (41) results, as desired.
Assuming that the contrast between (32) and (33)
is a real one (see the discussion in Section 3), let us
finally consider the case of koto 'fact' vs. uwasa
'rumor.'
The grammatical status of (32) is accounted
for exactly in the same way as that of
(19b) was
explained above in terms ofrthe Minimality Condition.
And the grammatical status of (33) can be explained
just like
(20b), a case of relative clauses, was
explained earlier.
Namely, we have argued in Section 3
that the noun uwasa
'rumor'
does not L-mark its
associated clause, but rather the relationship between
the noun and its associated clause
is
that
of
"apposition."
Then, the S' node in (33) counts as a
barrier for the intermediate trace in its specifier
position, and the NP node immediately dominating the S'
node also becomes a barrier for the intermediate trace
by the "inheritance" mechanism in (36a).
Thus, the
chain link between the intermediate trace and its
potential antecedent-governor outside the entire noun
phrase does not satisfy the "0-subjacency" requirement
with two intervening barriers, a "severer" violation
than that of koto 'fact' case, in which the intermediate
trace and its potential antecedent-governor outside of
the noun phrase are intervened by the single "Minimality
barrier" N', as explained above.
6.

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

I have argued that the facts concerning LF extractions of naze 'why' in Japanese presents a cluster of
properties that cannot be accounted for by the theory
of antecedent-government proposed by L&S (1984), in which
the relevant notion of barrier is defined solely on the
basis of category types, and that we can readily
handle the set of properties of naze 'why' extractions
within the theory of barrier developed in Chomsky
(1986).
In this section, I will discuss the implications
of the results we have achieved in the preceding
discussion for the theory of antecedent-government in
general.
First of all, the Japanese data regarding LF
extractions of naze 'why'
reported in this paper
clearly constitute further empirical evidence for
Chomsky's (1986) claim that the relevant notion of
barrier for antecedent-government be defined in terms
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such as NP or s'.
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based

on

the

category

types

Secondly, L&S's stipulation on the class of
barriers that only NP and S' constitute barriers to
antecedent-government can now be largely dispensed
with, by claiming with Chomsky (1986) that any maximal
projection can be a potential barrier.
This is not
only desirable on conceptual grounds, but also necessary
on empirical grounds, as shown by, for example, the
facts about naze 'why' extraction out of a kara 'because'
clause in Japanese (cf. (27)), in which naze 'why' is
extracted out of a non-NP kara 'because' clause,
resulting in unacceptability.
When we look closely at
the technical details of the entire barriers theory of
Chomsky (1986), however, we find that L&S's stipulation
remains in a different form, namely, as a condition on
possible adjunction sites
(see Chomsky (1986)
for
details)."
Thus,
even the theory of barriers we
adopted above is not free from some kind of stipulation
on potential barriers.
However, two points should be
stressed in this connection.
First, the problem we are
facing is more general than the one L&S face in their
theory of antecedent-government, i.e., the problem is
now how to characterize properly relevant barriers to
movement,
government, and antecedent-government,
i.e., theories of movement and government.
Also, as
I argued above, Chomsky's (1986) theory of barriers
does not have problems in handling the facts concerning
LF extractions of naze 'why' in Japanese.
From these
considerations, we can claim that the Japanese data
reported in this paper strongly support Chomsky's
(1986) approach to antecedent-government, though the
problem regarding the proper characterization of
possible barriers has not been settled at this point.
Thirdly, the data concerning naze 'why' extraction
in Japanese LF pointed out in this paper suggest the
overall similarity between LF movement of naze 'why'
and overt movement of uh complements in English.
Specifically, I have shown that LF extraction of raze
'why' is affected by a number of factors all of which
are more or less related to the concept of L-marking,
e.g.,
(i) bridge vs. nonbridge verb distinction,
(ii)
noun-complement constructions vs. relative clauses,
(iii) the CED (Condition on Extraction Domain) effect
(Huang (1982)), in particular, the impossibility of
extraction from adjunct clauses
(cf.
(27)),
etc.
Notice that it is well-known that all of these factors
enter into acceptability judgments with respect to
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subjacency violations as wel1. 24
As I have argued
above, given Chomsky's (1986) theory of barriers, it
is, in a sense, quite natural that LF extraction of
naze
'why'
in Japanese and syntactic movement of
complement wh elements in English are both sensitive to
the same set of factors, resulting in the gradation of
acceptability judgments.
For,
in Chomsky's
(1986)
theory, essentially the same notion of barrier is
involved both in subjacency and antecedent-government
(the ECP).
However, it is at the same time somewhat
surprising because it is generally assumed in the
literature that adjunct extractions, which has to do
with the ECP, does not exhibit the gradation of acceptability, as opposed to complement extractions having to
do with subjacency.
A violation of the ECP, or for that
matter, a violation of the government requirement in
general, is supposed to show total ungrammaticality.
Therefore, the observed acceptability gradation with
respect to naze 'why' extraction in Japanese calls for
some explanation.
In Fukui
(1986), I argued that Japanese lacks
specifiers in the sense that the language does not have
elements that "close off" category projections, so that
category projection in Japanese stop at the single-bar
level, allowing free recursion at that level of projection as permitted by the version of X-bar theory
proposed there, but they never reach the double-bar
level
(see Fukui
(1986) for details).
Under this
conception of Japanese phrase structure, every category
projection in the language is of the following form,
where X° appears phrase-finally because Japanese is a
head-final language.

(44)

X'
/ \
X'
/ \
X°

Suppose now that the existence of "adjuncts"
(or
"D-structure A'-position") is somehow contingent on the
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existence of XP level, in particular, the existence of
VP and IP. 25
Thus, in English, we assume that %
Idly
is
'adjoined' to IP, and bow is 'adjoined' to VP, for
example, at D-structure.

(45)

CP
/

\
C'
/ \
C
IP
IP
/

/

\
r

\

1"Adjunct"

/ \
I
VP
VP

/

positions at D-structure

j
\,)

/\

Therefore, why and bow
respect to extraction.

behave like

"real" adjuncts with

Putting this idea in a slightly different way, we
say, following Noam Chomsky (personal communication),
that
in the following configuration,
a category
dcovers
a, (3, and y:

(46)

If
d in
(46)
is a lexical category, we say that d
L-coverg a,
H, and y.
For example, in the following
hypothetical configuration, a, e, and y are all L-covered
by V'.
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(47)

We can now characterize
positions as follows. 26

(48)

the

D-structure

ais a non-adjunct at D-structure iff
(i)
(ii)

"non-adjunct"

(i)

or

(ii):

a is L-marked
a is L-covered

Then, not only a "real" complement, which is L-marked,
but also other elements appearing in the positions
L-covered by some lexical category, are regarded as
non-adjuncts, perhaps the latter being interpreted as a
kind of "quasi-arguments."
If (48) is essentially right, and if, in addition,
the general phrase structure configuration (44) for
Japanese proposed in Fukui (1986) is correct, then we
now have a principled reason for the fact that even
extractions of naze 'why,' which has been regarded as
the only "well-behaved" adjunct in Japanese, are
subject to gradation of acceptability judgments, being
affected by a number of factors.
That is, due to the
general lack of XPs in Japanese, naze 'why,' as opposed
to why in English, is L-covered by V', thus acting like
a quasi-argument with respect to the ECP.
In fact, if
the line of argument just presented is right, it is
predicted that nothing in Japanese, including a subject,
behaves like a real adjunct as far as the ECP is
concerned, and that the ECP, in this respect, applies
only vacuously in Japanese,
since everything in a
Japanese sentence is L-covered (or otherwise L-marked). 27
Then, the next question is: what is responsible
for the locality requirement imposed on extraction of
naze 'why' in Japanese DF?
A natural candidate is
obviously subjacency.
If subjacency applies in DF, as
well as in syntax, then it is not necessary to make up
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an extra device to account for the properties of naze
'why' extraction.
Also, the similarities between overt
Kb movement in English and LF extraction of naze 'why'
in Japanese pointed out in this paper is exactly what
we expect under this approach, since these two processes
are constrained by the same constraint.
Thus, as long
as the widely-noted apparent violations of subjacency
in LF
(cf. for example,
(6a)) are handled on some
independent grounds (cf. Pesetsky (1984), Nishigauchi
(1985), among others), the results we have achieved in
this paper constitute empirical support for the applicability of subjacency in LF.
FOOTNOTES
*Preparation of this material was supported by the MIT
Center for Cognitive Science under a grant from the
A.P. Sloan Foundation's program in Cognitive Science.
Portions of this paper were presented in colloquia at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst and at Cornell
University.
The audiences provided me with a number of
suggestions that helped me improve the content of this
paper.
I would like to thank Noam Chomsky, Ken Hale,
Luigi Rizzi, Mamoru Saito, and an anonymous reviewer of
the UMOP for valuable comments and suggestions.
I
am also indebted to Andy Barss, Shin Oshima, Tova
Rapoport, Peggy Speas and Kazuko Harada for helpful
comments and discussions.
All the shortcomings are of
course my own.
1 Later
in their paper, L&S reformulate the ECP in
terms of y- marking.
The basic content of the ECP,
however, seems to be kept intact.
Although they made
various important proposals concerning the nature of
syntactic operation
(Affect-a), the structure of
COMP, and,
in particular, the difference between
adjuncts and arguments regarding the syntactic levels
at which the ECP applies to each of these elements, I
will in what follows confine myself to the discussion
of antecedent-government itself and will not discuss
various other important proposals L&S made, except when
such a discussion has a direct bearing on our present
topic.
For detailed discussion on the issue of the ECP
in much wider prospectives, I refer the reader to Huang
(1982), Pesetsky (1982), L&S (1984), Rayne (1984),
Chomsky (1986), and references therein.
2 In Section 4,
I will introduce, following Chomsky
(1986), a different mode of vill movement, namely, moving
a Kb element through the specifier positions.
This
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difference, however, does
discussion which follows.

not

crucially

affect

the

3Judgments are L&S's.
(6b) seems to me to have a
different grammatical status than a total ungrammaticality which 'standard' ECP violations normally display.
This point will be taken up later.
4 See

Stowell

(1981

a,b)

for

relevant discussion.

5 L&S extend their anAysis to the data from Chinese
and English, but I will not reproduce their argument
here, because the argument summarized above will be
sufficient to our present concern.
5 (12b)
corresponds to the Chinese
which we did not discuss in the text:

(i)

Ni xiang-zhidao
you wonder
sheme
what
a.

(ii)

Ni

[st

shei shuo [st
who
said

data

L&S

give

Lisi mai -le
Lisi bought

]]

What is the thing x such
said Lisi bought x.
xiang-zhidao

[s

shei

shuo

that you wonder who

[st

Lisi weishem
why

shu J]
book
a#.

What is the reason x such that you
who said Lisi bought the book for x.

wonder

(L&S 1984:246)
(i) has the reading
reading (iia).
(lia)
tion (iii):

(iii)

[st

weishemei

shuo

Est

ti

(ja), but (ii) cannot have the
corresponds to the LF representa-

[s ni
[s Lisi

xiang-zhidao

[st

ti mei-le shu

sheij

[s tj

]]]])]

And this ill-formed representation corresponds to
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7 L&S assume the following definition of
adopted from Reinhart (1976).

71

c-command

a c-commands E if neither a, e dominates the
other and the first branching node dominating
dominate:, E .

a

(L&S 1984:248)
8 L&S assume that COMP is the head of S'.
They also
crucially assume that a maximal projection inherits the
index of its head.
9 There
is in fact a third possibility.
That is,
to reduce the notion of antecedent-government to the
regular notion of government.
See the discussion
below.

"With the possible exception of COMP being an
antecedent-governor.
If one assumes the COMP indexing
mechanism of Aoun, Hornstein, and Sportiche (1981), it
is not clear that an antecedent-governor is always a
phrasal category (cf. Jaeggli (1980), Stowell (1981a)
for relevant discussion).
In the following discussion,
however, we will assume with Chomsky (1986) a different
mode of wh movement in which a sin element is moved into
the specifier of COMP position and thus the COMP
indexing mechanism is not invoked at all.
Under this
characterization of
movement, the antecedent-govepgr,
at least the one for a phrasal element (namely, X
is always a phrasal category.
See Travis (1984), Baker
(1985), and in particular Chomsky (1986) for relevant
discussion.
11 In
fact, Chomsky's (1986) attempt is much more
drastic.
He tries to reunify antecedent-government
with government.
In what follows, I will simply assume
this reunification without exploring its potentially
significant implications, and will confine myself
to the discussion of the similarities between antecedentgovernment and subjacency.
See Chomsky (1986) for much
relevant discussion.
Note incidentally that L&S (1984)
notice the similarity between antecedent-government
and subjacency and discuss the possibility of unifying
them, but do not pursue the possibility because of
the parametric variation between English and
Italian/Spanish with respect to subjacency.
See L&S
(1984:248,
268-269).
Cf. also Chomsky
(1986)
for
relevant discussion.
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12 The
notion of "government" will
precise definition in Section 4 below.

be

given

a

13 The
definition of L-marking given in (15) is
slightly different from the one given in Chomsky
(1986), and is close to Chomsky's modified definition
presented in his class lectures (Fall, 1986).
14 Note,
however, that L-marking is not defined on
the basis of government.
That is, L-marking is defined
in terms of
"complemeethood"
(of a head which is
lexical), quite independent from the notion of government.
15 1 assume with Belletti
and Rizzi (1981)
a governs
then cl also governs the head of 2.

that

if

16 Whether
or not the distribution of empty
complementizers should be accounted for in terms of the
ECP is another issue.
For example, one might assume,
contrary to Stowell, that the distribution of empty
complementizers has nothing directly to do with the ECP
itself, but rather, it should be handled by some kind of
general identification principle which dictates, roughly,
that empty elements
(other than PRO)
be lexically
governed (not necessarily "properly governed" in the
sense relevant to the ECP).
See Kayne (1981), Stowell
(1981a,b), Saito (1984), Chomsky (1986), among others,
for much relevant discussion.
In any event, what is
important to our present concern is Stowell's observation
that, in our terms, bridge verbs L-mark the clauses
which follow, taking them as complements, whereas
nonbridge verbs do not.
17 But
cf. Choe (1984), Nishigauchi (1985), and
Pesetsky (1984) for arguments that subjacency holds in
LF, as well as in syntax.
I will touch on this issue
in Section 6.
18 The structure of
adjunct clauses in Japanese is
not clear.
The kara 'because' clause might form a PP
with an empty complementizer, rather than S', as in the
because case in English:

[pp

[sl

[s

Mary-ga nani-o katta

] e]

kara

]

However, this problem, i.e., whether or not there is a
PP node, does not affect our discussion below, since in
either case,
our approach correctly predicts that
extraction of an adjunct out of an adjunct kara clause
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is impossible.
19 The
assumption that to-yuu, which literally
consists of the complementizer to 'that' and the verb
yuu 'say,' is a complementizer may be a controversial
one.
Here I tentatively assume,
following Nakau
(1973), that it is a complementizer, rather than a
'complementizer-verb' composite.
See Nakau (1973) for
arguments that to-vuu is a syntactically unanalyzable
unit, i.e., a complementizer.
2 °Our
discussion here is by no means intended to
be comprehensive.
There are various other factors
involved in the empty complementizer phenomenon
(particularly, in nominals) in Japanese that I will
momentarily put aside here.
See Josephs (1976),
Teramura (1980), among others, for extensive discussion
on this and related matters.
21 Thus,
the impossibility of an empty complementizer in (31) is parallel to the impossibility of empty
complementizers in English complex noun phrases such as
the rumor *(that) John is a genius, the claim *(that)
the earth is round, etc., if these constructions are,
as Stowell
(1981b) argues, a kind of "appositives."
Then, a question naturally arises as to why these
constructions generally induce a weaker island effect
than relative clauses with respect to subjacency, if
they are "appositives" and contain no L-marking relationship inside.
I leave this question open here.
See
Chomsky (1986) for some discussion on this issue.
Also
see Stowell (1981b), Hornstein and Lightfoot (1984),
Levin (1984), among others, for detailed discussion on
"that -deletion" phenomenon in complex NPs.
22 The

(i)

definition of "exclude" is given as follows:

a excludes

Of no segment of cc dominates
(Chomsky 1986:9)

e.

Notice that in Chomsky's (1986) theory (cf. also May
(1985)), a category
econsists of a sequence of nodes
("segments") (81,...,8 n ), where 8i immediately dominates
84+1.
Though in most cases a category consists of only
one segment, a structure of the form (ii), a typical
adjunction structure in which
a is adjoined to
8,
presents a crucially differentiating case.

(ii)

((31 a (B2 ••• H
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The distinction becomes most relevant when the notion
"dominate" is considered.
May
(1985) proposes a
definition of "dominate" in (iii) in order to ensure
that a is not dominated by 8 in an adjunction structure
such as (ii).
(iii)

a is dominated by 8 only
every segment of 8 .

if

it

is dominated by

Thus, in (ii), a is not dominated by a category 8 which
consists of two segments el and
82, since a segment of
e, namely 82, does not dominate a. The term "dominate"
used in the text and in the definition of "exclude" in
(i) above should be understood in this sense.
As we
noted above, the distinction between "category" and its
"segments" becomes relevant only when adjunction
structures such as (ii) are considered, and is largely
irrelevant to our present concern.
I will simply
assume this distinction without going into technical
details.
The reader is referred to May (1985) and
Chomsky (1986) for much detailed discussion on this
issue.
23 Chomsky
(1986)
suggests the possibility
deriving the condition from the 9-criterion.

of

24 Anotherwell-knownfactoraffectingacceptability
judgments regarding subjacency violations is the
tensed-nontensed distinction.
That is, extraction out
of a tensed clause induces "stronger" subjacency
violation than that out of a nontensed clauses.
The
following contrast seems to indicate that the tensednontensed distinction also affects acceptability
judgments concerning naze 'why' extractions.

(i)

?kimi-wa [Taroo-ga naze kaisya-o
yame-reba]
you-topic
-nom why company-acc resign if
(nontensed)
manzokusuru no?
be satisfied Q
Lit.

'Why will you be satisfied if Taro resigns
from his company t?'
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(ii)*?kimi-wa

[Taroo-ga naze kaisya-o yameta
kara]
resigned because
(tensed)
sonnani okotte-iru no?
so much be angry

Lit.

25

cation)

'Why are you so angry because Taro resigned
from his company t?'

1 am indebted to Noam Chomsky (personal communifor suggesting this idea to me.

26 It might be possible to generalize the statement
(48) by modifying slightly the definition of government
in such a way as making L-covered positions governed by
a lexical head.
Then, we might characterize a
D-structure non-adjunct position (or "A-position") in a
general way such as follows.

(i)

a is a non-adjunct at D-structure iff it is
lexically governed, i.e., governed by a lexical
head.

27 It
should not be confused here that to say that
everything in Japanese is L-covered does not mean that
everything is L-marked in the language.
Specifically,
we should note that different relations enter into the
determination of "extraction sites" and "extraction
domain."
Namely, though I am claiming that every
position in Japanese is "properly governed" in the
sense relevant to the ECP, as far as "extraction sites"
(positions from which an element is extracted/moved) is
concerned, I am not claiming that there is no "domain"
out of which extraction is inhibited.
There is certainly
such a domain in Japanese, for example, kara 'because'
clause (cf. (27)), or for that matter adverbial clauses
in general.
Therefore, it should be the case that
L-marking is the relevant concept for the determination
of whether or not a given "domain" induces the CEO
effect, while L-covering is the relevant notion for
whether or not a given element is licensed in situ.
Note in this connection that the status of subject in
Japanese is somewhat tricky, because the position of
subject in this language not only behaves like complement
as an extraction site, as is well-known, but also does
not, as a "domain," induce the CED effect, as opposed to
adverbial clause such as kara 'because' clause.
This
might mean that we should incorporate e-marking property
into the proper characterization of "extraction domain,"
as proposed by Koopman and Sportiche (1986), or into
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the definition of L-marking.
here for future research.

I leave this problem open
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